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DIVERSE SKETCHES 
AND LOCAL SCENES 
Oh, lovely. Just w hat I've always wanted — a 
liberal arts college in the middle of nowhere. 
I don't know a soul here. What street is this? 
Where's my dorm? Where do I register? 
What am I doing here? AUGH! 
Here we go again — another thrilling year of 
"The Kenyon Experience." I'd better move in 
and get on with it. I wonder if my 
roommate's back yet? And I'd better get my 
books now — I hope the bookstore lines 
aren't too long. 
"Hi. . . Yeah, me too . . . Where you from? 
. . . Really? I was there one time. Nice place 
. . . Did you sign up for that laundry service 
thing?. . . Yeah, I figured it'd be easier. . . 
Well, see you later." 
"Hey! How're you doing? . . .Pretty fair. 
Did you work this summer?. . . Sounds 
good. How do the freshmen look to you? 
... I know. Well, see you later. Maybe we 
can meet for dinner." 
That picnic wasn't so bad — the potato salacJ only 
moved once. And Freshman Sing was kinda fun. Let's 
see now — I'll put this poster on my closet, and these 
books here, and I'll save this spot for the stereo . 
"Bye. . . See you at Thanksgiving 
. . . I will." So this is it; this is being 
away at school. Funny — all of a 
sudden I don't feel grown up. 
"Bye. . . See you at Thanksgiving. . . 
I will." Hmmm — "Everything is as it 
was before, except you are there." But 
that's irrelevant — I was there last 
year. And I guess I'll survive this year 
like I survived the other ones. 
And soon now we shall go out of the 
house and go into the convulsion of the 
world, out of history into history and the 
awful responsibility of time. 
— Robert Penn Warren, 
All the King's Men 
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The Bolton Theater 
DREAM UNDER 
CONSTRUC­
TION 
Saturday, April 16,1977 — a threshold 
was crossed that day as the ground­
breaking ceremony changed Kenyon's 
new theater from a dream under con­
struction to a b uilding under construc­
tion. The theater's design was originally 
conceived by lames Michael, recently 
retired Professor o f Drama. A sketch of 
his showed a circular building which 
contained an approximately semi-circu­
lar arrangement of seats with a stage jut­
ting out into the audience. Further plan­
ning, designing, and refining of this 
original idea was supervised by Daniel 
Parr, scene designer and technical 
director at Kenyon. The resulting collec­
tion of lists, s ketches, and models was 
then taken to architect Robert Fairfield 
of Toronto, who had previously 
designed one of the world's greatest 
theaters, the Festival Theater in Strat­
ford, Ontario. Fie became consulting 
architect for the building, and Richard 
Eschilman and Associates o f Columbus 
became responsible for turning the 
ideas o f Fairfield and the others into a 
building. Funding for the theater was 
provided by numerous donors, most 
significantly Kenyon Bolton, a college 
trustee for whose family the structure 
was finally named. 
So what is the fruit of these labors 
like? The theater's jutting stage, with its 
rear se ction holding movable pieces of 
scenery which can be fitted together in 
several ways for various scenic needs, 
lends itself to many kinds of production 
situations. The closeness of the stage to 
the audience allows actors to project 
well without trained voices. As impor­
tant as anyt hing, the theater is a center 
for campus/community life. Accord­
ingly, it has an abundance of "people 
space" — a large, i nviting lobby; a spa­
cious Green Room that allows members 
of the production company and their 
friends to visit after the show; and an 
attractive courtyard between the old 
and new theaters. That a new theater 
was necessary to meet the educational, 
social, and artistic needs of Kenyon had 
been clear for some time, and the Bol­
ton Theater seems just the dream to 
finally fill those needs. 
(1) Shovelers at the groundbreaking ceremony, l-r: 
Edgar Davis, chairman of the fund-raising drive; 
Thomas Turgeon of the Drama Department; Rich­
ard L. Thomas, trustee; Beatrice Koopman '77, 
then president of the Kenyon College Dramatic 
Club; and President Philip H. Jordan. (2) Donor 
James P. Storer '49 with President Jordan. (3) James 
Michael (center) examines the building site with 
Paul Newman '49 and Thomas in the spring of 
1975. 
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The Bolton Theater 
A GALA GRAND 
OPENING 
The w hole thing really started five years ago in New 
York City, where then college presdient William Caples 
was having lunc h with Kenyon's most famous alumnus, 
Paul Newman '49. The new theater was still an idea 
then, and Caples asked Newman if he would act in the 
first play that was produced in the new structure, when­
ever it was completed. Newman refused, but then 
offered to direct the play instead. 
As the architectural plans were being finalized, the1 
next problem became finding a suitable original play. 
Submissions were solicited from Kenyon alumni, but 
that outlet proved fruitless. However, the theater's 
groundbreaking ceremony in the spring of 1977 h ap­
pened to coincide with a visit by Gambier Summer Play­
house veteran Michael Christofer. He had worked at the 
Playhouse in the mid-sixties with Ted Wale h '6T, pro ­
ducer of the opening show, and had since gone1 o n to 
some professional suc cess in ac ting and writing. (It was 
during this stay in Gambier that h e learned of his being 
awarded a Pulitzer Prize for his play The Shadowbox). 
Christofer was asked to submit a s c ript, and he1 c ame up 
with C.C. Pyle and the Bunion Derby, a historically-
based, freely-constructed study of a flamboyant entre­
preneur that was chosen to be the opening play. 
Funding for the1 p roduction came from a n umber of 
sources, most signific antly a $20,(XX) grant f rom the Ford 
Foundation. Several u nique aspects o f the production 
prompted the grant. It represented a way for a play­
wright to see and critique his work without investing a 
great deal of money to mount it professionally. The 
working relationship between the commercial theater 
artists who were brought in and the students who 
staffed the show was also u nusual. Professional ac tors 
John C onsidine1 and Susan Sharkey played the leading 
roles of C.C. Pyle and Euphemia, but in most ways they 
were treated no differently than the students who took 
the other roles. Student assistant Jerry Kin g had a large 
say i n the carrying out of set designer Hugh Lester's 
ideas, and he drafted and painted the banners that dec -
orated the stage and the lobby himself. It was a unique 1 
educational experience for all concerned — the stu­
dents had the chance1 to work with distinguished pro­
fessionals, a nd the1 professionals weve1 impmssenl with 
the enthusiasm and talemt of the stuefents. 
But what the community di large will probably 
romeNTtbe'r most was having Paul Ne wman in residence1 
tor two months. Pe iople i  stared at first, but Ne'wman's 
refusal to play the 1 celebrity soon led to a casual accept­
ance and even protectiveness. The students who 
worked with him accepted and respected him as a 
director instead of a star, and the tragic death of New­
man s son midway through production only drew the1 
company closer together. 
All of the1 hard work paid oft on opening night, a gala 
celebration following a $ I(X)-a-pla(o dinner in Peirc e 
and Dempsey. The 1 sh ow, the1 biggest ever producer! at 
Kenyon, seemed a f itting opening tor one of the1 finest 
small-college theiate ir facilities in the1 country. 
( I ()( k\\ ISf, I ROM Ul'I'f K Ittl: Pruc e Haywood, larr\ O'Connell 
and Dan I arr at the Cala Cirand Opening* celebration; ( horeographer 
Virginia Freeman with Paul Newman; |ohn Considine; lames Michael, 
w ho played C.C Pyle s lather, student producer Edmund Hartt at work 
on the set; music rehearsal; Michael Christofer; Susan Sharkey cos 
tume c rew at work. 
New Theater— C.C Pv/e 

STOP HERE FIRST 
G A M  BI E R  .  ^  ^  
FOLK FLSTlVflL 
The seventh annual Gambier Folk Festival 
sponsored by the Gambier Folklore Society and 
headlined by nationally renowned folk musi­
cian Mike Seeger, took place during the week­
end of October 27. Members of the Society, 
whose purpose is the preservation and propaga­
tion of American folkways, worked steadily to 
line up the participating musicians and crafts­
men, and the excellent mixture that they were 
able to produce reflects this effort. 
Blues guitarist Andy Cohen opened the Festi­
val and Friday night's concert in Rosse Hall with 
the help of a li ttle impromptu harmonica play­
ing from a frienci in the audience. Following 
Cohen, West Virginia story-teller Martha Owen 
gave the usual Festival activities a new twist, 
and her reception was so positive that the Soci­
ety hopes to include a story-teller in future Fes­
tivals. She an d David Liden also performed tra­
ditional songs and led the audience in a sing a-
long. The evening finisher! with the North Fork 
Rounders, a string band from nearby Licking 
County. 
Saturday morning and afternoon were 
devoted to workshops at the K.C., where Festi­
val performers shared musical knowledge and 
taught an enthusiastic group of students the 
fundamentals of folk dancing. Saturday evening 
saw two more performances in Rosse; th e first 
by Flying Cloud, a trio from New York specializ­
ing in Irish music, and the second by Mike 
Seeger. Seeger has been playing traditional 
American music for more than twenty years, 
and his work has been one of the forces behind 
the popularization of folk music in the United 
States. As one listener observed, having some­
one of his stature appear was like "a visit by 
Cod." 
A craft show and sale on Sunday in Gund 
Commons ended the weekend. The works of 
weavers, spinners, potters, and other craftsmen 
showed the many who attended that folklore is 
more than music and added another layer of 
diversity and prestige to what is becoming one 
of the most respected folk gatherings in the 
Midwest. 
THIS PAGE, TOP TO BOTTOM: Participants in a music 
workshop; a spoon player; Paul Michel, Folklore Society 
president; dancing with the North Fork Rounders. OPPO­
SITE P AGE: Mike Seeger in concert; Andy Cohen (right) and 
friend. 
T8 Folk Festival 
FOLKLORE SOCIETY — KNEELING: Mark Tripathy, Tim Assaf. STANDING: 
judy Sacks, Howard Sacks, Arlo, Mary Ellen Batiuk, Leah Rothstein, Paul 
Michel (president), llene Tannenbaum, Georgiann Foley. 
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THE 
FEBRUARY 
"BLAHS" 
First ca me the "Swing." Next was the "Twist," 
followed by "Le Freak." And then, in the winter of 
'79 — the "Gambier Shuffleslip." It's best learned 
outdoors but can be simulated inside. Take some 
rope and tie your arms to your chest; then tie your 
ankles together and attach a longer rope to the 
piece between your ankles. Now have a friend 
yank on the long rope. The feeling of helplessness 
you'll experience as you dutifully obey the laws of 
gravity is very sim ilar to that had by many people 
as they slipped along the campus paths during the 
winter months. 
Actually, Gambier experienced its third unusual 
winter in three years — unusual because it was 
delightfully normal. None of the prolonged bitter 
cold of '78 or the dehydration of '77. The season 
merely inspired the typical boredom and insanity 
known as the February "Blahs." In an authoritative 
and far-reaching poll (actually extending as far as 
the people who were hanging around a certain 
writer's wing as th e deadline for this copy drew 
near), we sought reactions to February at Kenyon. 
"It was a drag," said one student; "too much 
homework." Another complained of claustropho­
bia. And a final respondant, questioned as he ran 
down the hall with an armful of library books and a 
pocket stuffed with notecards, would only say 
"that which does not destroy me will make me a 
better man," over and over. 
But the month did have its diversions and bright 
spots, and one of the brightest of these was the 
Kenyon Musical Revue. A company of singers/ 
dancers/comedians headed by director Debbie 
Walters delivered a parody of life on the hill that 
was pure entertainment, spawning an original cast 
album and winning its creators a Bookshop Award. 
Another excellent, if more sobering, way to spend 
an evening was Lillian Hellman's The Little Foxes, 
featuring a Newman Award-winning performance 
by Scott Klavan as Ben Hubbard. 
Other antidotes to February included nights at 
the Shoppes or the VI, winter sports, pool, pinball, 
good movies, good pizza, good conversations. 
And, when winter abruptly broke two weeks 
before spring break, most of us were amazed at 
how sanely we had survived. 
CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT: Playing pinball 
in Cund; Peirce Hall pool room; traying on Mather 
Dorm Hill; Mark McCluski, Mark Packer, Stefan 
Pakulski, Hunter Croton, and drummer Rob 
McChee in "Philomathesian Hall" from the Musi­
cal Revue; Scott Klavan, Bob Davis, We ndy 
McLeod, and Nick Bakay in The Little Foxes; Hilda 
and Don serving in the Shoppes; Musical Revue 
company; Musical Revue director Debbie Walters 
and bass player Phil Smith. 
February 23 
Senior Thesis Productions 
LEARNING 
EXPERIENCES 
Close your eyes. Now imagine you were a senior 
Drama major at Kenyon in 1979. Ha ving trouble? OK, 
here s some help: as part of your comps, you would 
have had to design a project to bring together all you'd 
learned. You might have opted to write a pa per or to 
work on a production or some combination thereof. 
That's what Senior Thesis p roductions are specifically 
about. And the 1978-79 academic year saw five shows 
that came under that heading. 
In the first such production of the year, f our majors 
chose to combine their talents. W ith Claire Bass, Scott 
Klavan, and Alan Wylde acting and Chip Lamb directing 
they brought to life Tennessee William's classic story of 
shattered illusions, A Streetcar Named Desire. Jon Trum-
per provided the Gambier audience with another 
thought-provoking and powerful evening, acting in 
Edward Albee's Zoo Story. The one-and-only Breezy 
Salmon wrote and presented a one-woman night of 
comedy, much to the delight of the many who fre­
quented Pirate's Cove that weekend. 
It's interesting to note here that this was the first year 
that most of the Senior Theses could be staged in the 
Hill Theater. In the past they were put on in the Drama 
Annex (now the Dance Studio), limited both audience 
size and technical possibilities. Debbie Dobson, who 
wrote The Family Portrait Season for her senior project 
pointed out the great advantages of the new location 
and how encouraging it was that the various produc­
tions could fill the Hill. The Family Portrait Season cer­
tainly gave its audience something to talk about. Its biz-
zare p lot, which defies description in a few lines, e li­
cited as ma ny interpretations as the re were people in 
the house. 
Kathy Wilson, as part of a syn optic major in Political 
Science/Drama/English, directed herself in The Belle of 
Amherst, a one-woman show that celebrates the life of 
Emily Dickinson. Her performance won her the Wood­
ward Award. In addition to the Senior Thesis and major 
productions, junior Mike Wilson directed and acted in 
Clarence Darrow for the Defense as a n independent 
study for history credit and as a wa y of learning about 
directing. Both ho and Kathy Wilson did extensive 
research into the figures they portrayed, which demon­
strates an im portant aspect of the Kenyon drama ideal: 
that theater is a good all-around educational experi­
ence, not an exercise , in slick professionalism. Senior 
Thesis productions are a part of this experience, provid­
ing insight for those who work on them and enjoyment 
for those who view them. 
CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT: jamie Black, Mary 
Louise Keady, and Edith Reynolds in Family Portrait-
Wendy McLeod and Scott Klavan in Streetcar Tom Pre­
ston and jon Trumper in Zoo Story; Claire Bass in Street­
car; Breezy; Mike Wilson in Clarence Darrow Kathy Wil­
son in Belle. 
Senior Productions 25 
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THE JOYS 
OF SPRING 
It was shortly after spring break that the 
beautiful weather started. There's nothing 
like an early spring (summer?) to take 
one's mind off trivia like papers and tests, 
and the number of empty seats in classes 
increased substantially. Many professors 
compromised by moving their classes out­
side. 
The weather wasn't the only thing keep­
ing people occupied. Spring Riot came a 
week earlier than usual (and unfortunately 
caught our photography staff off guard). 
This year's Spring Fair, organized by senior 
Erin Farrell, was f orced to contend with a 
drizzle, but spirits were still high. Another 
enjoyable evening could be spent with 
Lovers and Other Strangers, independently 
produced in the K.C. the last week of 
classes. 
But the primary extracurricular diversion 
of spring is Parents' Weekend, a three-day 
extravaganza packed with activites to keep 
visiting parents entertained. These a ctivi­
ties included concerts, tennis tourna­
ments, departmental receptions, a dance 
in the Great Hall, and A Funny Thing Hap­
pened on the Way to the Forum, the Bol­
ton Theater's first out-and-out musical. 
Forum delighted sell-out audiences with 
insane, bawdy antics and lively production 
numbers ("Everybody Ought to Have a 
Maid" was a particular favorite). But the 
greatest joys of Parents' Weekend are 
probably culinary. There's invariably a 
marked improvement in Saga, departmen­
tal parties offer good spreads, and an 
enterprising student can almost always 
con someone into a dinner in town. 
Still, most Kenyonites needed few out­
side diversions in spring. There were too 
many rays to soak up, too many cars to 
wax, too many softball games to play — 
and too much work to catch up on. 
CLOCKWISE, FROM OPPOSITE PACE, UPPER RIGHT: 
Scott Klavan and Kathy Wilson in three scenes from 
Lovers and Other Strangers; Allison Janney, Chris 
Smith, Margaret Cranston, and Andy Simmons in 
Forum; an outdoor class; Kim McCinnis painting 
faces at the Spring Fair; students and parents con­
verging on Rosse Hall for a Saturday afternoon of 
concerts. 
28 Parents' Weekend Parents'Weekend 29 
When the hounds of spring are on winter's 
traces, 
The mother of months in meadow or plain 
Fills the shadows and windy places 
With lisp of leaves and ripple of rain. 
Swinburne, Chorus of Atlanta in Calydon 
«) 31 
A 
Commencement 35 
il 
CLOCKWISE, FROM UPPER LEFT: |o Rice and 
Andy Richards; Matt Hahn, Meg Haiss, John Hal-
pern, and Peter Hamm; President Jordan, Com­
mencement speaker Elizabeth Hardwick, Bishop 
Chase Medal recipient Charles R. Lawrence, trus­
tee William Chadeayne; David Grodsky,'Tom 
Gross, Hunter Groton, Amos Guiora, [)an Gulino, 
and other G's and H's; a post-graduation hug; Julia 
Robinson and family; Rebecca Warren, Joseph 
Slate, Fran Thomas, and Mark Thomay; Mike 
Smith, Gary Snyder, Joan Snyder, Bill Soukup, Joe 
Sparks, and Steve Stiles; Lisa Castellani and Kim 
McGinnis. 

Because of delays, miscues, and miscellane­
ous disasters, we were unable to identify 
every person in every group picture before 
our finaly deadline arrived; certain fraterni­
ties are particularly affected. To every indi­
vidual who sees a blank space or a couple of 
dashes where his/her name is supposed to 
be in this section, we extend our deepest 
apologies. 
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Ihomas, Date Ciarner, ken I'atsey, keilh Stud/inski, loin Rn kels, Sr o tt Rogers, DAN YFAC.FR, MARk THOMAY, Inn g<)( 
I lugh Burnstad, Gary Reinke, Tim Carlson, C.reg Neihaus. MISSING.: Ron Anderson, Alex Newton, Mike Svihra. 
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40 Iralernitio' 
Greg^e^ler, |av^Le^n^lLOu'l^HAv'l'LANO^CIl'BE?t'R?rk "Pf~ "^Tr|nS'e|'n' ?°B DIETZO" DIETZ- Mark p^Rer. Phil Smith, 
DAVE "ERT" ERTESCHIK, STEVE ROBINSON, ALAN "WILDMAN" WYED™ " MISSING: Scot An'ipr.cn, paul Cummins, 
Steve Martin is (or was) fond of using the "Get Small" routine in his act We of 
took hlm seriously (a bit too seriously), and we are indeed small. But we're 
not too small to have a banner year of fraternity fun, and small size does have its 
advantages. How many other frats can all sit at one table at dinner? You have to be 
small to enjoy the benefits of everyone living on one wing. Everybody gets to be an 
otticer and get his name in the handbook. We don't even have to paint our names 
on our cars to know who owns which one. 
As always, AAQ looks to next year's pledge class, whatever its size, to continue 
our tradition of excellence, and to its past, providing a place for our alumni to con­
gregate and celebrate. As long as t he frat provides a diversion from the rigors of 
Kenyon, AAQ will continue as a force on the Kenyon social scene. 
But seriously, folks... ' __ ps 
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,  I n F N N I S  MURRAY, Chris Conway. SITTING: )im Ginley, DAVE SMITH. 
,,.i nnt, i A| MFR lOHNSON, Mark Daily, Mike Ginley, DEN SCHOENEGGE, TERRY BROG, Dave Gingery, Bill Han-
MRS^f ROW David Graham, Doug Beach, Bruce H.nford PAUL^HUtN^G  ^^  RQW; |qhn ^  
Vf have TROUP Greg George, )ohn Coffey, linn Mazzellake Dan Y<^ Wayne Lingafelter, Jim Steuber, Doug Lingafelter. 
rHFMlFR loeCenre Tom Gibson, Doug Fraley Cordon Stanley V c |eff PaBquale, MISSING: Carlos Dague, MB 
THIRD ROW: ROGER VAUCHAhI, Mr Sp«k. Bud 'Grebey P™ ;|ohn Knighl, Bob Leyine, Carl Mapel, Sieve Meliohs.Da, 
p e t a  
C f j e t a  
w 
The Beta Alpha chapter of Beta Theta Pi seeks to promote the finer asPectT° jcs geia 
life, both curricular and extracurricular. In academics, social life, and at e ' 
Alpha is bound by a driving desire to excel. raffl( 
Beta Alpha's social activities in the 1978-79 school year included a full rus P ^ 
a d ance marathon, our annual film festival, a fall toga party, and a campus __ 
party. We celebrated our Centenery this year, the Beta Temple renovation Pr0'e 
tinued, and the Alumni Association became a reality. The Betas also particip ^ 
char i table work,  col lect ing food baskets for  the needy at  Chr istmas and so l i c i t i ng  
tions for Paul Schoenegge's annual fund raiser to fight muscular dystophy. . ^ 
The chapter of over fifty members was led by Brothers Paul Schoenegge as P^^ 
Joe Ge nre as v ice president, Terrence Brog as treasurer, John Batchelder ass^ ^ 
lalmer Johnson as pledgemaster, Clarence Grebey III as alumni secretary, a 
Washko and John Coffey as social chairmen. 
.>11 II I N VJ . ,  A. J. nouse, raui /vtatnews, uarret Mannegan, tirad van Uott, Pat Vertino, Grog Foy, Tod Colbert Art Gehring % • a 
C hris Barbell, Paul Weaver, Chris Morley, Clark Kinlin. KNEELING: Doug Frank Spaeth, Corrin Trowbridge David JO P I | ft 
Thomas, Gordon Buell, JAY JOHANNINGMAN. STANDING: HOWARD SUTHERLAND, |ACK STEVENSON Don Gibson 2*® C 4 I 44 
HENRY EMMANUEL, , Don Webster, , Panayotis Constanlatos, , HUNTER GROTON, Rob Phillips, Malcolm \i it h/trl K A I f' I I A r I H i r I I A n _ 1 . . I I . a a I •• ... _ . ' ' Sutherland, MICHAEL O'MELIA, Peter Harvey, Arn Anderson, , HewiJt Heiserman, Michael Bald Charles Gi 
Colin Bertram I R a p p a  
C p g i l o n  
Fraternities 45 
A\ 
44 Fraternities 
L_ 
B e l t a  W!6 r^S xjsr 
it k Boyle 
SCHWARTZ,' Bo™ BrSeyB,SECOND8ROW- Michael HolmtS!^ ^ °pDaniel' Gre§ Rlkhoff< MARK ^ | . 
Sweeney, Jim Wheatly, Karl Sheffelman Martin Beall Skin RoL Ini S'c r s o pe; Kim Peterson, Dan Johnson, Kevin -ijfj P I f ft 
Christopher Land, Keith Krusz, TIM BRIDGHAM Bren't Cannon Jeff Curtiss Rr'i^R^"^' 7 Katz THIRD ROW: Mike Voigt, V 1 l if 
Mark Foreman, Kyle Hickok, Peter Dolan, Conrad Kohrs FOURTH ROW STFVF t n8' tV .Burwell, Doug Jacoby, ^ 
Peter Landis, Steve Counsell, Kurt Stedje Val Schaff Greg Parini Steve Hum nONARS-BiII Fu llmer, Tait Ruppert, Jim Parker, TJf ft ft 
FIFTH ROW: Steve Penn, Dave McNa'mara, 
B e l t a  
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If you know us, you know who we are. 
If you don't know us and think you know 
who we are, you're probably wrong. 
— DG 
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£ 0 IJ jgf He who speaks does not know. 
He who knows does not speak. 
— Lao Tzu 
m 
To save everyone the trouble of asking, we, the 59 members of Phi 
Kappa Sigma Fraternity, Theta Chapter, do not know what, precisely, a Phi 
Kap is. 
We do know what a P i Kap is not: 
He is not a drunkard (except for the third floor). 
He is not a good dresser (except for Rich Hebert). 
He is not obnoxious (except for Dave Rose). 
He is not a party animal (except for Bill Seaman). 
He is not from Pittsburgh (except for a few mistakes). 
He is not pleasingly plump (except for David Huey Borosh) 
He is not married (except for Chip Droeder). 
He is not to be found (including Jon Rockhold). 
He is not a good dancer (except for Disco Bill Cook). 
He is not tasteless (except for Perry Degener). 
He is not a snore (except for the first floor). 
He is not a psycho (except for Tom Shehan). 
He is not motherless scum (except for the basement). 
He is not a macho, macho man (except for Greg Fedor). 
Fie is not infantile (except for Lou Bailoni). 
He is not doing what he wants (except for Sam Lund). 
He is not fast (no exceptions). 
He is not around when you need him (except for Jim Archer). 
He is not Gerry lacangelo (except for Gerry lacangelo). 
He is not a man to be reckoned with (except for R. Parker). 
He is not unusual (except for Bill Soukup). 
He is not toxic (except for Edmund Hartt's blood). 
He is not A. Lee Finkel (except for Howard Alter). 
& a p p a  
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He is not holy (except for John Lentz). 
He is not an Indian giver (except for Bruce Freeman). 
He is not a doctor (except for Blake Roessler). 
He is not humorless (except for Rob Rubin). 
He is not a commie (except for Fred Perivier). 
He is not enough to matter (except for Brian McGraw). 
He is not a latent homosexual (except for John Remington) 
He is not himself these days (except for Woody Russell). 
He is not what he used to be (except for Jim Mellor). 
He is not a Michigan fan (except for Amos Bo Guiora). 
He is not perfect (except for Gary Yacoubian). 
He is not troubled (except for Tom Taylor). 
He is not writing this (except for me). 
He is not doing as well as he could be. Period. 
Obviously, he is enormously varied in his interests, goals, desires fears 
and points of departure from reality. He is, we think, the kind of guy who 
is getting the most out of his collegiate experience, and the type of per­
son who will regard his Kenyon years (as many as five of them) as valuable 
°nes. °r so it will say on his resume. Pigeon-holed, the Phi Kaps are sim-
ply first in social life, first in athletics, first in community spirit, and first 
in line for dinner." More information we will not offer for fear of'violating 
the sacred cynics appraisal: "Where there is ink there are pools' where 
they are pools there is cess." Later, then ... we are called by a game of 
stoops, of backgammon (a game for being a m an about), the D Phis are 
talking water fight, and life goes on in the firetrap called North Hanna — 
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Though the lota remains a relatively 
small group, we have this year 
expanded from the too small size of 
fifteen to a more comfortable level 
just over twenty. Thus saved from the 
peril of L i 11 i put, we can carry on such 
traditions as the Wassail Christmas 
Party into the years to come. In 
politics, sports and the arts, the lota is 
making its presence felt. The men and 
women in North Leonard have 
determined to keep this the best little 
fraternity this side of the Kokosing 
(rah, rah, and all that). —PB 
FIRST ROW: Emmanuel Zanoudakis, Guy Kristianson Maximillion Krough, Sambeau Lowell, Jon S hapw 
Lowry Scott, DOUGLAS ROBILLARD, Ml K. Kretchmer, Heather McVey Thomas. SECOND ROW: Igor ja w-
Pf^rNei! Dayton II, PAUL BARDOS, WILLIAM SCHNECK, jenny Kinney. THIRD ROW: Marvin Ewy fKA 
BIANCHI, WILLIAM BYRON, Tom Leusing, Paul Lysaker, STEWART FITZ GIBBON, Tor Peter Ham m 
TOP: Stephen R. Sexsmith. INSIDE: Brooke Bovard. bob ferrante, Fred Grubb, C. JEFFREY PL ACE, o 
ston, Michael Reid, Beth Schaefer, Geoff Smith. 
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FIRST ROW: Steve Rapp, Dave Faus, Landa 
Patterson, Lisa Dowd, Don Barry. SECOND 
ROW: John Kline, Bob Weiss, Amy Powell, 
Peter Goldsmith. THIRD ROW: Matt 
Richey, Jennie Hutton, Kevin Spence, John 
Feely, John Willieme, FRANK DICKOS. 
FOURTH ROW: Tim Foster, Mark Kennedy, 
Mark Mendes, Jim Parker. 
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The Kenyon fraternity party is a unique social experi­
ence. (In fact, according to many people, it's Kenyon's only 
social experience.) After weekend basketball games and 
Saturday night movies, despite Pirate's Cove and the VI, at 
least one-quarter of the Kenyon population flocks to the 
Quad in various states of inebriation. 
Of course, there is much debate as to which parties are 
the best. There are those who wish that there were a Beta 
party every week and who wouldn't mind seeing the D. Phi 
dance tape sunk in the Kokosing. On the other hand, some 
people never miss a Ph i Kap party but could do without 
S.O.M.F., the A.D.'s traditional drink-a-thon, which cheer­
fully awakens the Quad on Saturday morning with a rous­
ing rendition of the William Tell Overture. Within the 
genre of "Kenyon frat p arty," there is a s urprising variety, 
despite the universal booze-and-boogie format. 
The one constant at th e parties is the people. Of course, 
every f raternity has its own image — everyone knows that 
the Dekes are preppies, the Psi U's are artistic, and the 
Archons are impossible to define. But every party has its 
"let's-get-drunk-and-punch-in-the walls" character, its girl 
who only slow-dances, its guy who doesn't dance at all. 
They're all escaping the academic pressures of the Magic 
Mountain, at least for a little while. 
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Tait Ruppert enjoys the "Two Tickets to 
Paradise" Dance, sponsored by 
Freshman Council in February. 
Leadership 
fnrHSIw/VlAN COUNCIL — FIRST ROW: Geoff Smith (President), Paul LVsak^vBrJ 
r II e ue ay,lc?r' Elise Rafuse. SECOND ROW: Evan )ones, Jamie Moore, u V NJ 
SchwartT Hilary Sparks, Chip Mesics, Liz Izant, Kurt Stedje, Susan Frie 
SENIOR CLASS COMMITTEE: Kris Olsen, Ann Hess, Hunter 
Croton, Lindsay Brooks, Mike Buckman, John Giardino 
(President). 
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Campus leadership comes in many forms, but the 
most obvious examples are groups such as these, 
groups which organize class activities or serve as liai­
sons between the student body and the administra­
tion. Senior class president John Giardino was 
awarded the Anderson Cup largely for his efforts on 
behalf of his committee. But the most prominent 
elected group is Student Council, whose subcommit­
tees and administration/trustee delegations handle 
much of the business of student life. The fact that, for 
the first time, the president and vice-president of this 
body are both female says a great d eal for the strides 
that women have taken at Kenyon since the Co-ordi­
nate College was founded a decade ago. 
Chris Gould and 
Maureen Corcoran. 
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Media 
COLLEGIAN — ON FLOOR: Barry Rosenh>erg, Nancy Silbergeld, 
Wendy Owens, Cynthia Savage (Editor, 1st half 2nd semester). 
STANDING: Jeff Day (Editor, 2nd half 2nd semester), Dan 
Moran, Elise Rafuse, Sarah Allen, Betsy Davey, )ohn Henry, Lau­
ren Weiner, E. P iemont. ON STAIRS: Molly Debevoise, Cheryl 
Ririe, John Collins. PICTURED BELOW: Rob Rubin (Editor, 1st 
semester), Bill Watterson. MISSING: Pee Wee Fernbuster, Todd 
Holzman, Spencer Sloan, Geoff Smith, Bill Soukup. 
WKCO — KNEELING: Johnny 
Vomit, Tony Blagbrough, 
Martin Secrest (Station Man­
ager), Doug Gertner, Jeff 
Toole. STANDING: George 
Layburn, John Giardino, 
Manny Zanoudakis, John 
Henry, Jon Cohen, Bill 
Schneck, Dave Peterson, Jon 
Shapiro, Joan Friedman, The 
Boss, Alyssa Salomon, Barry 
Rosenberg, Tom Pappenha-
gen, Bill Fields, Sue Robb, 
Dave Bucey, Bob Channick, 
Ethan Powsner. MISSING: Jim 
Bates. 
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It was a s ingularly peaceful year for the Kenyon media to cover; the closest 
thing to a controversy was the debate over WKCO's punk-rock show and 
the threatened disbardment of the Peeps. Things ran pretty smoothly for the 
media organizationally as well. The Collegian had three different editors, 
but the changes in editorial style that each brought about were interesting 
to observe. WKCO continued to provide a variety of stereo programming, 
and one of its disc jockeys, junior Joan Friedman, landed a temporary job at 
WMVO in Mount Vernon. Hika, the undergraduate literary magazine, pub­
lished its two issues with no problems greater than a first-semester printing 
delay. And the product of the Reveille staffs efforts is i n your hands right 
now. 
REVEILLE — FIRST ROW: Sissi Gold-
ston, Nancy Bates, Patty Mickley, 
Mary Herman, Karin Moorma, 
Tammy Martin, Paul Gambal. SEC­
OND ROW: Manny Zanoudakis, 
Brian Wilbert, Cheryl Ririe, Dianne 
Bessemer, Jeff Toole, Mark Brown. 
THIRD ROW: Bill Edwards, Mary 
Ann Duff (Editor), Alex Gordevitch. 
MISSING: Peggy Gignoux, Tom 
Grimes, Celia Sedwick. 
HIKA — KNEELING: Stan Merrell, 
Sam Howell. FIRST ROW: Karen 
Gardner, Jamie Agnew, Suzy Kitman, 
George Nelson, Earl McGann (Co-
Editor), Lisa Slayman. SECOND 
ROW: Peter Hays, Cecilia Lad, Leah 
Rothstein, Michael Berick, C. B. 
Coleman (Co-Editor). MISSING: 
Robert Carver, Mona Koh, Valerie 
Merkel, Mark Mumford, Molly Pol­
ing, John Weir. 
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STUDENT LECTURESHIPS COMMITTEE: 
Brian O'Connor (Chairman) on the 
set of the Royal Lichtenstein Circus 
CHILDREN'S THEATER: Mo Ryan (Co-orrJinator), Brett Pierce, Ann Riemer (Co-ordinator), Betsy 
Tittle, 
Tammy Thornton, Bobbi Frazer, Celia Sedwick, Sam 
Howell. MISSING: Anna Grimes. 
Entertainment 
FILM SOCIETY: 
Frank Bianc hi and |ohn 
Bauer (Co-Directors) 
KENYON COLLEGE DRAMATIC CLUB — FIRST ROW: Karl Hoffman. SECOND ROW: Mary Ann Duff, Doug Reed, Allison Mackie, )osh Parker, Anne Mun-
dell, Nancy Collings, Chip Lamb. THIRD ROW: Tait Ruppert, Maria Amorocho, )ohn Weir, Ayars Hemphill, Rosemary Brandenburg, Michael McSherry, 
Lynne Roblin, Carson Machado, Kurt Kingsley, Celia Sedwick. FOURTH ROW: Rowene Weems, Sarah Owens, Allison lanney, Andy Simmons, Rob Tenney, 
Karin Hartmann, Paula Ivory, )udy Menown, Robin Musser, Suzanne Wilson, Anne Ludington, Path Ann Christie, Maggie Calkins. FIFTH ROW: jill Kaplin, 
Diane Elam, Stan Merrell, Chris Rogers, Steve Sexsmith, Tammy Thornton, Bob Davis, Ellen Turner. SIXTH ROW: jerry King, |on Trumper (President), Chris 
Smith, Mary Louise Keady, Mike Wilson, Toby Gordon. SEVENTH ROW: Hugh Scott, Edmund Hartt, Doug Hoyt. 
Much of the entertainment on campus was provided by 
these four organizations. The Kenyon College Dramatic 
Club, by far the largest (it has 87 members), produced 
and staffed most of the theatrical events, including C. C. 
Pyle and the Kenyon Musical Revue. The Student Lec­
tureships Committee was responsible for Geraldine 
Fitzgerald in Streetsongs, An Evening witn Paul New­
man and Joanne Woodward, the Jim Bouton lecture, 
the Royal Lichtenstein Circus, and a film and lecture 
series on contemporary issues. The Kenyon Film Society 
brought in such greats as The Rocky Horror Picture 
Show, Fellini's 8/2, Chinatown, and the Alfred Hitch­
cock and silent comedy film series. And Children's The­
ater performed Beauty and the Lonely Beast, a t wo-act 
musical, in elementary schools throughout the area. 
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Choir Tour '79 
Very early on the day before spring break, sixty-two 
hardy souls gathered in the Rosse par king lot. Most of 
them had rolled out of bed in the dark; a few had spent 
the night finishing papers; but all were there with a 
common purpose. For this was the beginning of Choir 
Tour '79. Led by the undauntable Dan Robinson, his val­
iant wife Katherine, and the mysterious Zombie, the 
group travelled through Chicago, Evanston, Waukeegan, 
Fort W ayne, and Toledo, surmounting countless obsta­
cles and even managing to provide its audiences with 
reasonably good concerts. The warmth and generosity 
of the alumni and community members in the towns 
where the group stayed made the tour a success, and 
the five days that the choir spent singing, seeing the 
sights, and meeting people were well worth while. 
CHOIR — FIRST ROW: Dan Robinson 
(Director), Matt Warner, Mona Koh, Cliff 
Edge, Greta Weiksnar, Gabrielle Ross, Jim 
Fleming, Liz Pattey, Rachel Unger, Richard 
Crook, Joan Saslaw, Colette Smith, Chris 
Hoyle, Christie Rockwell, Janice Easterday 
(Accompanist). SECOND ROW: Chew-
hoong Koh, Nancy Giardino, Kevin Healey, 
Maria Amorocho, Laurie Dillingham, John 
Ettling, Betsy Laitner, Doug Flam, Heather 
Peck, Kate Vershon. THIRD ROW: Brooke 
Cumor, Michael Lindner, Amy Holzer, 
Dave Antila, Laura Hoffnagle, Lisa Wood, 
Sally Bates, Hisayo Hagiwara, Tom Griffith, 
Molly Boling, Mary Herman, Dana Gordon. 
FOURTH ROW: Kirsten Holm, Val Romano, 
Fred Grubb, Meg Richey, Ron Link, Chris 
Schrashun, Stefan Pakulski, Hilary Sparks, 
Brooke Bovard, Hunter Groton, Christie 
Enman, Fred Clarke (President), Suzan 
McQueen, Bob Blythe. MISSING: Mark 
Bistline, Sandy Dumas, Liz Frucht, John 
Glover, Fred Hollingsworth, Dan Mechem, 
Mike Reid, Laura Seulowitz, Elizabeth 
Tudor. 
OWL CREEK SINGERS — FIRST ROW: Page 
Jones, Pam Addison (Music Director), Carol 
Weaver, Corky Hood, Kathy Kondo (Presi­
dent), IHunter Estes, Leah George, Annette 
Kaiser. SECOND ROW: Joan Saslaw, Sally 
Camp, Chris Schrashun, Maria Amorcho, 
Sue Hudson, Anna Grimes, Meg Richey, 
Valerie Williamson. 
Music 
CHASERS — SITTING: Sue Walsh, Fred 
Grubb, Robin Inboden, Fred Clarke (Direc­
tor), Sharon Ritter, Ron Link, Nancy Giar­
dino, Bob Blythe, Sally Bates. STANDING: 
Liz Pattey, Cliff Edge, Sue McQueen, Jim 
Fleming. 
KOKOSINGERS: Tom Griffith (Music 
Director), Chris Smith, Bob Bradfield, 
Hunter Groton (President), Mark Bistline, 
Tom Bensen, Peter Lukidis, Dave Faus, 
Mark Offerman, Bill Whitaker, Stefan 
Pakulski, Doug Jacoby. 
Poetry Society members hold a reception 
for visiting author Philip Schultz (far right). 
Learning 
Many clubs serve as extensions of the classroom in one w ayoi 
another. Phi Beta Kappa, a national honorary society dedicated to 
the recognition of scholarly achievement, annually elects a sma! 
number of exceptionally qualified seniors in December, as well 
a larger group at Commencement. The Gambier Experimental Col­
lege enhances the traditional liberal arts education by o fferim 
mini-courses on a wide variety of practical and interesting topic 
The Debate Union develops its members' speaking styles and abili­
ties to think on their feet. And the Poetry Society extends the work 
of the English department by sponsoring campus poetry reading 
and bringing in guest speakers. 
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POETRY SOCIETY — ON GROUND: Sheila 
Jordan, Charlotte, Philip Jordan. ON 
SWINGS: Alyssa Salomon, Susanne Waugh, 
Georgiann Foley, Orion Cronin, Woody 
Newman (Co-ordinator). ON TOP: Ayars 
Hemphill, George Nelson, Carolyn Wilson. 
DEBATE UNION — AT TABLE: Diana Poz-
nanski, Perry Degener, Nancy Silbergeld, 
Teresa Fulker. STANDING: Paul Bardos 
(President), Bob Fisher. 
ABOVE LEFT: Thomas Greenslade, Sr., 
college archivist, teaching his perenni­
ally popular GEC course on the History 
of Gambier. 
ABOVE RIGHT: GAMBIER EXPERIMEN-
FAL COLLEGE — Vicki Beekhuis (Co­
ordinator). 
RIGHT: PHI BETA KAPPA — FIRST 
ROW: Kathy Wilson, Allison Gould, 
Steve Bird, Sally Bates. SECOND ROW 
Barb Doss, Fred Clarke. MISSING: Jay 
Johanningman. 
HARCOURT CLUB — FIRST ROW: Sarael Toul-
min, Erica Lindberg, Ann Hess, Carol Levin, 
Kathy Kemmerer, Kristin Hay, Susie Klinger, 
Sue Brown, Corky Hood. SECOND ROW: 
CatFiy Hazlett, Cheryl Ririe, Jane Warnshuis, 
Ellen Gillespie, Sandi Dirocco, Lori Nash, 
Sharon Castle, Carol Sacks, Kathy Walker, Dale 
West. THIRD ROW: Ellen Duryea, Page Jones, 
Betty Boatwright, Leslie Olsen (President), 
Anne Himmelright, Cathy Meyer, Valerie Wil­
liamson, Margaret Morgan, Tina Adler. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION — FIRST ROW: Ger­
ald Campbell, Paula Ivory. SECOND ROW 
Eddie Gregory (Chairperson), Solomon Njie 
Leonie Barnett. THIRD ROW: Dimitri Hutcher 
son, Eric Gaskins, Colette Smith. MISSING 
Maurice Mongkuo. 
Social 
UNION OF JEWISH STU­
DENTS — LEFT TABLE, FROM 
LOWER LEFT: Robbie Fisher 
(Co-ordinator), Lilith Radford, 
Carole Supowitz, Jill Kretch-
mer, Jon Shapiro, Chuck 
Konigsberg (Co-ordinator), 
Bob Weiss, Sherri Kornman. 
RIGHT TABLE, FROM LOWER 
LEFT: Wendy Moyer, Elyssa 
Marcus, Jon Bernstein, Mark 
Packer, Peter Resnick, Roy 
Wortman (Advisor) with his 
daughters Kara and Jenny. 
The Fellowship of 
Christian Athletes 
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes is, logically enough a 
group of Christians, active in sports, who get together 
weekly to share those common experiences. The national 
FCA, which includes both amateur and professional ath­
letes, stresses dis cussion and service to God. The Kenvon 
Chapter, founded in 1978 by Andy Richards, Mark Thomay 
Dave Nees (center photo), and Scott Rogers, differs slightlv 
from the parent organization in accepting female members 
and by including people who are not "athletes" in thp 
usual sense of the term Meetings, led by president Dave 
Gingery (far right photo in the Bedell Room of the Church 
of the Hofy Spirit, are characterized by informality open­
ness, and honesty. The Kenyon FCA hopes to remain small 
enough to add to the spiritual growth of its members bu 
open to anyone who might find the group of benefit 
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Service 
Women's Center co-ordinator Lili Corbus 
(standing) addresses a community dinner/ 
discussion in the Gund Large Private Din­
ing Room. 
HANNAH MORE SOCIETY — KNEELING: 
Betsy Davey, Lynn Stofan. STANDING: 
Diana Poznanski, Sue Glen, Lori Tyler, Lau­
rie Dillingham, E. Piedmont (President), 
Wendy Wall, Pam Addison, Allison Gould, 
Beth Seils, Patty Mickley. 
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Several groups provide valuable services to the community. Members of the Chase 
Society, an invitational service organization headed by Cathy Battaglini and Dave 
Borosh, assist the college in many capacities and organize the bloodmobile drive. 
The Hannah More Society strives to integrate incoming women students into the 
Kenyon community. The Women's Center promotes the women's movement on 
campus through dinner/discussions and such guests as f olk singer Kristin Lens. The 
Acolyte Guild, headed by Dianne Bessemer and Mark Rennie, serves in church ser­
vices and college convocations. And the Fire Department's student auxiliary assisted 
in emergecy fire and medical operations and helped in the construction of the new 
College/Monroe'Township fire station. 
COLLEGE TOWNSHIP EIRE DEPARTMENT 
STUDENT AUXILIARY — FIRST ROW: 
Chuck Mann, Randy Gorman, David 
Andrews, A. ). House. SECOND ROW: 
FTave Reed, )ay Johanningman (Coordina­
tor). 
Acolytes lead the aca­
demic procession for 
the Honors TTay cere­
mony. 
The Kenyon College Climbing Club was 
founded in 1977 by Rob Lundin and BracJ Ot t, 
this year's president, after they discovered 30-
50 foot bluffs ten miles from Gambier. As well 
as introducing students to the sport of moun­
taineering, the KCCC's purpose is to allow 
students to learn more about themselves by 
challenging their individual mental and phys­
ical abilities. The1 club's size fluctuates, but 
membership generally stands around forty. — 
BO Outdoors 
Karpa.kin. M°,e'" ^  WelnbM*- Hwb 
SAIIINC (IUB — FIKSI ROW: Eric Stahl 
told, Stewart I it/ Gibbon (Commodore*) 
lim Mt Inerny, John Hays, liar!) Koke. StC 
ONI) ROW: Burl Conigliaro, Chris Chan 
dlcr, I isa Slallil(»no. MISSING: Stove Sex 
smith, Passing by is Cathy I ovongood, Stu 
dent Ac Iivit ics See rclary, 
I QUI SI RIAN CI UB — FIRSI 
ROW: kathy Williams, Bobbie* 
fra/er, Arn Anderson, Debbie 
Smythe, Sarah Nolan, tllen loeb 
(President), Sheba, Fd Daniels, 
SISSI Goldston. SFCOND ROW: 
(•ail Flurd (on Rojo), |ody lams 
cha (on Mirni), Bill Edwards (on 
Star), Angie I ingl (on Pasha). 
The Frisbee Team encourages the 
counter-culture activity of ulti­
mate frisbee. An antithetical 
approach to football, soccer, 
rugby, and free flying, frisbee is 
the sport that all other sports are 
ultimately evolving towards. The 
team allows even econ major 
types to play in games and prac­
tices. The motley group is com­
prised of approximately 15 fair-
weather players, 37 core players, 
and 29 dead-weight players. The* 
team will not miss graduating sen­
iors Matt Brenner, Bruce* Brownell, 
Bill Byron, Perry Degener, Barry 
Rosenberg, and Fred Perivier. We 
hope that frisbee will always be* a 
sanctuary for those frustrated 
jocks who never made it and 
couldn't care less. W e try to pro­
mote this attitude by following the* 
philosophy of "the* good Samaritan 
athlete," structuring e>ur play in 
such a way that e)the*r teams invari­
ably win after a see*mingly rigorous 
struggle and making us the* most 
popular team in the* country — 
MB 
Sugartree Goes Varsity 
The newly-created varsity Equestrian Team had a great year both 
competitively and otherwise*. C oached by Ed D aniels of Sugartree* 
• , u m t0c° Pdrt m shows throughout Region Six of the* Inter­
collegiate Horse Show Assentation. The t eam rode to a respectable* 
wHUn fh e mt° ta P° inu? Bohl)l  Frazer an(J Ka,hV Williams scored 
well in the Regionals, while teammates Sarah Nolan anei Debbie 
Smythe ultimately reached the nationals. That Kenyon received as 
many first an d second-place ribbons as it eii el over the course of the 
rnnlT 'S, commpndable' considering that the* five* individuals who 
rode for team points were chosen out of a pool of only twelve riders 
while other schools frequently had many times that many. The 
Equestrian Team, with no seniors, c an look forward to any even better 
and more experienced squad next year. 
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I btt Sports 
The Kenyon attitude towards sports is, to put it mildly, dif­
ferent. With an athletic megalopolis like Ohio State a 
mere hour down the freeway, one would think that rah-
rahism couldn't help but infect us. Still, it hasn't really, 
and the place that sports do have in "the Kenyon experi­
ence" is appropriate to the liberal arts ideal that the col­
lege espouses. The lack of a physical education require­
ment does not prevent most students from exerting their 
bodies as well as their brains, as the popularity of intramu­
ral leagues and sports clubs such as the ones pictured pre­
viously demonstrates. And the healthy cheering sections 
that turn up at football and basketball games, as w ell as 
the smaller but equally loyal legions that other sports 
attract, demonstrate that traditional school spirit is far 
from dead here. The difference is not in enthusiasm, but 
in attitude. Outstanding athletes are not placed on pedes­
tals. No one is given a s cholarship for twirling a baton or 
hitting a baseball. At Kenyon, athletics are just one of the 
many ways of developing one's self or of having a g ood 
time. Or even both. 
II 
I he Lords football team had a lot going for it 
despite a 3-6 record and the fact that new 
head coac h Tom Mc Hugh spent the better 
part of the1 season in the hospital. Bill Samstag 
and Mike Svihra were named to the All-Ohio 
Athletic Conference roster, while Terry Brog 
and Roger Vaughan received honorable men­
tions. Brog passed for 1,395 yards and eleven 
touchdowns to load the OAC in passing with 
a 52 °o completion rate. It's little wonder that, 
through the efforts of Brog, Samstag, and run­
ning back |im Mazzella, the Lords were third 
in total offense. Coach McHugh was 
impressed by the closeness of the team and 
its unwillingness to be discouraged by adver­
sity, facts borne out when the last tw o games 
of the season e nded in Kenyon wins. While 
the team's overall performance may have 
been disappointing, individual achievements 
and team spirit made it a successful season. 
I 
I 
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THEM THEM 
Capital 
Wooster 
Kalamazoo 
Marietta 
Oberlin 
Grove City 
Wabash 
Centre 
Bethany 
FIRST R OW: Phil Dilts, Keith Studzinski, Bill Samstag, Terry Brog, co-captain Dave Nees, co-captain Roger 
Vaughan, Greg Fedor, Carlos Dague, Ron Anderson. SECOND ROW: )ohn Mackessy, Lloyd Hamovit, Tim 
Foster,)im Harris, Tom Gibson, Greg Niehaus, Bill Piar, Bill Handel, Mike Svihra, Pete White. THIRD ROW: 
Norm Kenyon, FTave G ingery, )im Steuber, Vic Strimbu, Rick Brown, )ohn Coffey, Wayne Lingafelter, )im 
Mazzella, Dave Graham, Dave Thomas, )im Ginley. FOURTH ROW: Randy Stocker, Evan )ones, Don Web-
^ Keith Thomas, Doug Fraley, Carl Mapel, Mike Ginley, Dave Rose, Greg George, Doug Beach, )ohn 
Washko. FIFTH ROW: Coach Moore, coach )im Taubert, head coach Tom McHugh, coach Bill Heiser, coach 
Tom Mulligan, head trainer George Christman, trainer Barb Doss. MISSING: Rick Brown, Chris Conway 
Kevin Healey, Roger Pierce, Brad VanCott. 
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SOCCER 
The 1978 s occer team, while solid on defense, had difficulty putting it 
together offensively and finished the season at 5-7-1. S ophomore Maurice 
Mongkuo made the All-Ohio Conference Team (Honorable Mention) and 
led the team in scoring with live goals. Senior fullback and co-captain Bob 
O'Connor concluded his Kenyon career with an unbroken string of 53 c on-
sec utive games, including the Alumni game, a Kenyon tirst, that ended in a 
3-3 tie. Co-captain Randy Bank was a steady player and a key to the 
defense*. Other seniors were Jeff Day and Greg (acoby. 1 he exciting 5-1 vic­
tory over Cedarville was the highlight of the season, especially since Cedar-
ville went on to win the championship in their own league. 
SOCC'l R — I RON I ROW: Robin Solomon, Walter Cabot, Guy Riegel, Greg |acoby, co-captain 
Hob O'Connor, co-captain Randy Bank, |elt Day, Richie Landau, Doug Page, Frank Spaeth. 
BACK R( )W Mike Bet k, Kenneth Glen, Urko Wood, Chris Morley, Ed Witkin, Stewart Wiley, 
Bob Manou it/, Chris Barllett, tony Elk is, Maurit e Mongkuo, Gerald Stone, Coach )im Zak. 
Don't let the rather mediocre 5-7-3 season mislead you. The Ladies 
played an extremely strong schedule, i ncluding tournament winner 
Ohio State. Coach Karen Burke noted that thirty-eight women went 
out for field hockey this year and that the team members were close. 
They w orked hard, played well, and had fun. Seniors Maecile Eastin, 
Alex Gordevitch, and Sandy Lane deserve recognition as fo ur-year 
starters. 
SOCCER 
US THEM 
Ohio Wesleyan 
Alumni 
Muskingum 
Wittenberg 
Capital 
Baldwin-Wallace 
Denison 
Ohio Northern 
Mt. Union 
MacMurray 
Heidelberg 
Wooster 
Cedarville 
Oberlin 
Sport' 
Continuing a great tradition of their 
own, the Kenyon women won their 
third consecutive small college state 
title. They were 7-1 overall, losing 
only to Division I power Ohio State. 
Nine varsity records were set this 
year, most of them by swimming sen­
sation Katrina Singer, who has the 
distinction of being Kenyon's first 
woman All-American. Katrina has 
earned seven titles in the past two 
years a nd participated in the AIAW 
National Swimming Championships 
in Reno, Nevada. 
This year's capt ains were Barb Hos-
tetler and Mary Van Doren. Katrina 
was MVP and Karen Yeaw won the 
Coach's Award. 
SEATED: Katrina Singer, co-captain Barb Hos­
teller, Carrie Wilson, Lori Davie, Joey Glatt, 
Mary Boutselis, Lisa Sanders, Diana Williams, 
Elisabeth Piedmont, Lee lohnson, Liz Izant, 
Anne Vance. STANDING: Kay Hawn, Susan 
Halbower, Betsi Orth, Robin Nelson, Karen 
Yeaw, Amy Haury, Laura Chase, co-captain 
Mary Van Doren, Wendy Lauer, Barb Stephen­
son, Molly Donnelly, Sue Kellermeyer. MISS­
ING: Coach )im Steen, Pam Reed. 
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CROSS COUNTRY 
US 
58 
58 
15 
37 
51 
51 
Otterbein 
Ohio Wesleyan 
MVBC 
Wooster 
Oberlin 
Wooster 
THEM 
28 
43 
50 
21 
45 
31 
US 
47 
47 
47 
17 
27 
27 
THEM 
MVBC 98 
Heidelberg 90 
Walsh 38 
Denison 42 
Marietta 90 
Ohio Wesleyai n 29 
Hard work and dedication paid off inasuc-
cessful season as f irst-year Coach Nick Hous­
ton's runners finished eleventh in th e A 
Ohio Meet and ninth in the OAC, identical o 
last year's performance. Bob Standard set 
new Kenyon record, and senior David Veens-
tra was one of the most valuable members 
the squad. The outstanding job done by cap 
tain Dave Troup also should not be forgot e 
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VOLLEYBALL 
US THEM US 
3 Newark OSU 0 0 
2 Marietta 0 0 
1 Capital 2 0 
0 Kent State 2 2 
2 Malone 0 2 
0 Ohio Dominican 2 2 
0 Otterbein 2 1 
0 Cedarville 2 0 
0 Wilmington 2 0 
0 Ohio Northern 2 2 
0 Ohio Dominican 2 1 
THEM 
Muskingum 3 
Rio Grande 2 
Otterbein 2 
Oberlin 1 
Notre Dame 1 
Urbana 1 
Mt. Vernon Naz. 2 
Wittenberg 2 
Ohio Wesleyan 2 
Denison 1 
Wooster 2 
Getting used to college-level competi­
tion and team play were the major 
objectives for first-year coach Sandy 
Martin and her youthful volleyball 
squad. The team's lack of consistency 
and 7-15 record can be attributed to the 
fact that it had no seniors, one junior, 
and only three returning letterwomen. 
Captain Lauren Weiner served as a 
motivating force and was joined by set­
ters Sissi Goldston, Kathie Jameson, 
Colette Smith, Karen Stevenson, and 
Beth Whitman, and spikers Toby Con­
rad, Sandy D umas, Linda Enerson, Pam 
Feitler, Monica Holzwarth, Bonnie 
Mako, Diana Schaub, and Allison Ship­
ley. The Ladies can look forward to an 
improved team for next year. 
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Despite an unimpressive 7-17 mark, individual honors 
and achievements were some consolation to the men's 
basketball team. The Lords started with a win over 
nationally-ranked Ashland, but the loss of Gerald Camp­
bell to the lineup eventually took its toll. Scott Rogers 
became the third Kenyon basketball player in the last 
decade to become an All-American, leading all Division 
III scorers with a 28.6 average. Scott was also the All-
OAC Most Valuable Player, winner of the Gregory 
Award, and, naturally enough, Kenyon's MVP. Co-cap-
tam Andy Johnston was named a fourth team Academic 
All-American. 
I 
I 
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SITTING: Neil Kenagy, Scott Rogers, co-captain Mark 
Thomay, co-captain Andy lohnston, Evan Siegal, Gerald 
Campbell, Ron DeVore. STANDING: Coach Jim Zak, 
john Halpern, Hugh Burnstad, Gary Reinke, Bill Melis, 
Todd Appleton, Bruce Berlin, Drew Peterson, )ohn Sav­
age, Assistant Coach Matt Wilbur. 
US THEM 
82 Ashland 74 
70 Transylvania 75 
85 Thomas More 73 
64 Urbana 65 
95 Wilberforce 76 
78 John Carroll 70 
70 Rose-Hulman 79 
76 Centre 79 
70 Otterbein 75 
71 MVNC 72 
92 Ohio Wesleyan 77 
76 Mount Union 83 
82 Denison 68 
44 Muskingum 64 
59 Oberlin 66 
57 Wittenberg 72 
65 Marietta 82 
67 Wooster 91 
65 * B-W 81 
72 Otterbein 87 
73 Ohio Northern 91 
60 Capital 74 
77 Heidelberg 72 
63 Wooster 102 
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KEN RUPPERT FOREM 
FULLMER ROBROCK 3 4 
DOLAN PENN 
.HOFFER ROBROCK 3 1 
ORISCOLL ROBROC 
BARR PENN 7 =1  
HUFFMAN GREER 
ERSEN W ARNER 3 =42.4 
•R WHITE WARNER 
:FMAN GREER 3-18 .7 
:R W HITE R INGELBERG 
FFMAN WARNER <S=21.9 
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US THEM 
67 Denison 43 
68 Bowling Green 45 
54'/i Miami 56% 
57 Ohio State 65 
69 Wooster 44 
43 Johns-Hopkins 68 
64 Ohio U. 49 
76 Oberlin 49 
49 Mount Union 32 
68 Ohio Wesleyan 48 
62 Allegheny 51 
FIRST ROW Steve Penn, Bob Sappey, Don Shupe, Tim Bridg-
ham (captain). SECOND ROW: Steve Counsell, Andy Rosen-
crans, Greg Parini, Bill Fullmer, Conrad Kohrs. THIRD ROW: 
Sam Lund Tim Glasser, Andy Sappey, Dave Dininny, Kevin 
Sweeney, Karl Sheffelman, Steve Killpack, Joe Wilson. FOUR1H 
ROW: Tom Taylor, Mark Foreman, Bill Sterling, Kim Peterson, 
Scott Sterling, Dan Johnson, Jim Parker, Vic Nuovo, Coach Jim 
Steen. 
I to 
A tradition of excellence continued as K enyon won its 
twenty-sixth consecutive OAC men's swimming title, with 
a small boost from a highly complimentary article in Sports 
Illustrated. At the NCAA Division III national champion­
ship, Kenyon finished second, their best ever. 
Thirteen of the eighteen national team members earned 
All-American honors, the most of any team at nationals. 
The honored swimmers were Tim Bridgharn, Steve Coun­
sell, Dave Dininny, Mark Foreman, Tim Glasser, Bill 
Fullmer, Dan Johnson, Joe Parini, Steve Penn, Kim Peter­
son, Andy Sappey, Kevin Sweeney, and Joe Wilson. Senior 
captain and MVP Tim Bridgharn deserves special recogni­
tion, for, besides setting new varsity reco rds at Kenyon in 
the 500 free, 100 and 200 backstroke Tim set a new national 
record for the 100 backstroke and has collected a total o f 
seven national titles in the course of his Kenyon swimming 
career. Fie won four of those titles this year, which ties the 
record for most NCAA titles in a championship meet. 
Senior Bob Sappey received the Coach's Award and 
deserves to be commended for his four years of service to 
Kenyon swimming. 
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TRACK 
The track season was less th an exemplary for the men as t hey 
posted an 0-5 record in outdoor dual meets and a 2-5 record 
indoors. Bob Standard set a new record for the three-mile run 
(15.19.25) and was this year's MVP. Captain Eddie Gregory was 
plagued by injuries but gave his time and support to both the 
men's and women's teams. 
The Ladies were 3-2-1 indoors, with a lot of credit going to cap­
tain Gail Daly. She was this year's MVP, and, according to Coach 
Mulligan, she is women's track at Kenyon. An example of wom-
en's athletics and one of the best middle-distance runners 
among Ohio small schools, Gail will continue to captain the 
team next season. 
WOMEN INDOOR MEN 
Central State 
Ohio Wesleyan 
B-W 
Heidelberg 
Heidelberg 
Otterbein 
THEM 
27 
61 
53 
43 
43 
47 
Ohio Wesleyan 
Tri-State 
Oberlin 
Wittenberg 
Muskingum 
Wooster 
Capital 
THEM 
108 
56 
62 
107 
53 
76 
56 
•J 
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SEATED: Belle Potter, Merrill Robinson, Martelle Porter, 
Kristin Hay, Diana Millisor, Tom Fourt, Liza Benson, Tom 
Grimes. KNEELING: Madge Street, Colette Smith, Elisa­
beth Piedmont (women's co-captain), )im Reisler, Sue 
Lawko, Marianne Ho, Ellen Perlman, Toby Conrad, Herb 
Karpatkin. STANDING: Coach Tom Mulligan, Mike 
Holmberg, Pete Dolan, Mike Morelli, Gail Daly (wom­
en's co-captain), Fritz Goodman, Bob Brody (men's co-
captain), Linda Enerson, Chip Mesics, Eddie Gregory 
(men's co-captain), Meg Handel, Paul Krosse, Coach Bill 
Heiser. 
m kwm < 
The goal for this year's men's lacrosse team was improvement 
for its young and inexperienced squad. Their final record was 5-
6, not counting an exciting exhibition win over the alumni. Clay 
Capute scored the most goals (19), had the most assists (11), and 
was voted the team's most valuable player. 
Early injuries to starters spelled frustration for women's lacrosse 
and the ladies finished with a 4-4-1 mark. On the plus side, many 
freshmen were given valuable playing time. They'll need that 
experience to compensate for the loss o f six se niors including 
MVP Alex Gordevitch. Cathy Waite was chosen MVP-offense 
and Susie Morrill was MVP-defense. 
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MEN'S LACROSSE — FIRST ROW: Nick While Alex Marshall fn.o 
"»<yp'rPT Bl" Seama"< <r'<aptain Michael Buckman, tr,-captain 
ohn Por er, Roger P.erce Dave Garner, Clay Capute. SECOND ROW 
Lee Segal, Corrm Trowbridge, Gates Lloyd, Paul Weaver Curt Seichter 
Bill Schmideskamp, Robert Qumn, Gordon Buell. THIRD ROW Mm 
Ginley, Charles Gill, Chris Morley, David Peters, Art Gehrine l im Har 
r.s, Peter Seone FOURTH ROW: Doug Culver, Paul Gambal Tom 
Keene, C. Scott Smith, Clark Kinlin, |ohn Knight, Coach Bill Heise'r 
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WOMEN'S LACROSSE — SEATED: Tracy O'Donnell, Laura lones, Liz Van 
Lenten, Karen Patronite, Corky Hood, Daisy Gallagher, Liz Izant, Hunter 
Estes, Sandy Dirocco, Anne Smith. KNEELING: Page lones, Alix Shreiner, 
Virginia Davlin, Sue )ones, Anne Himmelright, Maya Kennedy, Polly Wag­
ner, Beth Tibbals, Adrienne Simecek. STANDING: tri-captain Alex Gor­
devitch, Robin Riggs, Cathy Waite, Ann Meyer, Susie Morrill, Ellen Pearl-
man, Coach Karen Burke, Stephanie Resnick, tri-captain Laura Wickstead, 
Meg Haiss, Reed Valiant. MISSING: tri-captain Sandy Lane. 
MEN 
US THEM 
5 Wooster 9 
2 Ohio Wesleyan 10 
3 Ashland 7 
13 Michigan State 8 
6 Bowling Green 16 
7 Denison 12 
9 Chicago Club 6 
6 Ashland 5 
10 Oberlin 6 
13 Ohio U. 2 
6 Wooster 11 
5 Alumni 4 
WOMEN 
US THEM 
2 Wooster 5 
4 Denison 21 
11 Wittenberg 5 
9 Wooster 9 
12 Pittsburgh Club 4 
10 Oberlin 8 
4 Ohio U. 14 
5 Ohio Wesleyan 8 
W Cleveland Club L 
Sports 87 
GOLF: Kevin Rowley, captain Peter Van Runkle, Britt 
Yar key, )ohn Griffin, Robert Hooker, Andy Hunt, 
Greg Bowling, Coach Iirn Zak. 
Perhaps t he less said about golf this year, 
the better; illness and inexperience took 
their toll on the Lords. They competed in 
no dual matches, finished ( lose to the bot­
tom in the invitationals, and were last in 
the OAC. There's no place to go but up 
next year! 
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WOMENTS TENNIS — FIRST ROW: Wendy Owens, Liza Benson, Molly 
Debevoiso, Kathy lamoson, Anne Thomas, captain Betsy Laitner. SECOND 
ROW: Sandy Dumas, Carol Sacks, Dede Kelley, Celeste Penney, Cathy 
Hazlett. THIRD ROW: Coach Sandy Martin, )ane Warnshuis, Wendy 
Moyer, Hilary Sparks. 
Consistent performances by Cathy Hazlett and captain Betsy Laitner 
helped the Lady netters to a 7-i record. Coach Sandy Martin was 
impressed by the team's depth, and the losses were close. 
WOMEN 
4S THEM 
8 Cedarville 1 
Marietta 2 
0 Ohio State 9 
4 Wooster 5 
Capital 2 
8 MVNC 1 
5 Ashland 4 
0 Ohio University 9 
8 Otterbein 3 
5 Oberlin 4 
MEN 
THEM 
Wooster 1 
Marietta 1 
Otterbein 2 
Baldwin-Wallace 0 
Wittenberg 3 
Denison 5 
Ohio Wesleyan 4 
MEN'S TENNIS — KNEELING: captain Peter Vanden-
Berg, Peter Harvey, Alex Luchars, Chris Martin. 
STANDING: Barry Cahill, Kerry Hall, Coach )im Steen, 
Peter Flanzer, Jay Lestina. 
The men's tennis team did extremely well • 
this year, finishing with a 6-1 mark overall. — 
They won the Great Lakes College Associa­
tion tournament and finished third in the us 
OAC championships, behind Denison and ® 
Ohio Wesleyan. Kerry Hall and Peter Fran- 7 
zer were OAC champs in number one 9 
doubles. Kerry was also runner-up in num- f> 
ber two singles and Kenyon's MVP. £ 
Sports 89 
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THAT B+ 
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Administration 
and Staff 
(I) James W illiamson, Associate 
Provost; (2) Maintenance worker; 
(3) Philip H. Jordan Jr., Presi dent; 
(4) Corlin Henderson, Assistant 
Dean of Students; (5) P. Wesley 
Tutchings, Director of Financial 
Aid; (6) Saga wo rkers; (7) Security 
staff; (8) John Ku shan, Director of 
Admissions; (9) Margaret Town-
send, Dean for Academic Advis­
ing; (10) Bruce Haywood, Provost; 
(II) the Reverend Lincoln Stelk; 
(12) Marjorie Woodward, Regist­
rar; (13) Ross Fraser, Assistant 
Dean for Student Residences; (14) 
Thomas Edwards, Dean of Stu­
dents. 
In these times of increasing spe­
cialization, it's nice to see that the 
Kenyon administration still tries to 
keep one foot in the classroom. 
Philip Jordan conducts a seminar 
on Topics in Colonial American 
Social History, Bruce Haywood 
teaches a popular course on 
Thomas Mann, and James William­
son and Margaret Townsend have 
been known to give lectures in 
their respective specialties, phys­
ics and history. 
I 
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Faculty 97 
Anthropology 
Sociology 
and Art 
(I) Richard Kipp, Anthropol­
ogy; (2) Rita Kipp, Anthropol­
ogy; (3) H oward Sacks, Soci­
ology and Anthropology/ 
Sociology chairman; (4) John 
Macionis, Sociology; (5) ). 
Kenneth Smail, Anthropol­
ogy; (6) Marie Freddolino, 
Anthropology; (7) loseph 
Slate, Studio Art; (8) Linda 
Mahoney, Studio Art; (9) 
Martin Garhart, Studio Art; 
(10) Mark Levy, Art History; 
(II) Barry Gunderson, Studio 
Art; (12) Eugene Dwyer, Art 
History and Art chairman; 
(13) Mary Ellen Batiuk, Soci­
ology; (14) Patricia 
McCulloh, Studio Art. 
98 Faculty 
Faculty 99 
Biology and 
Chemistry 
(1) Gordon Johnson, Chemis­
try; (2) Kathryn Edwards, 
Biology; (3) Robert Burns, 
Biology; (4) Donald Cass, 
Chemistry; (5) James Pappen-
hagen, Chemistry chairman; 
(6) Owen York, Chemistry; 
(7) Russell Batt, Chemistry 
and IPHS; (8) Robert Dean, 
Biology; (9) James Sta I lard, 
Biology; (10) Francis Yow, 
Biology; (11) Dorothy Jegla, 
Biology; (12) Thomas Jegla, 
Biology chairman. 
Faculty 101 
Classics, 
Drama, and 
Economics 
(1) Stace y Temple , Drama; 
(2) Thomas Turgeon, 
Drama; (3) Alan hat 
(holder, Economics chair­
man; (4) Richard Tre-
thewey, Economics; (5) 
Robert Bennett, Classics; 
((>) Danie l Parr, Drama; (7) 
David Hall, Jr., Economics; 
(8) Harlene Marley, Drama 
chair; (9) Ross Singleton, 
Economics; (10) William 
McCulloh, Classics; (11) 
Suzanne Dougan, Drama; 
(12) Cl ifford Weber, Clas­
sics ch airman; (13) Carl 
Brehm, Economics. 
102 Faculty 
Faculty 103 
104 Faculty 
Second semester, 1979: the last ye^r of the seventies. The 
end of a decade spurred the realization that our culture 
had undergone a unique shift in mood and values during 
the previous ten years. Expressing th e phenomena of the 
seventies, and looking ahead to the changes of the eight­
ies, was the business of many people at Kenyon, including 
two very dedicated and very ambitious associate English 
professors. 
Ronald Sharp and Frederick Turner became familiar 
faces and hot copy as their five-year effort to revive a 
renowned literary journal paid off. The first issue o f the 
new Kenyon Review came in late January; it introduced a 
publication dedicated to the importance and art of lan­
guage and the expression of culture through literature. 
January also marked the fortieth anniversary of the old 
Kenyon Review. Forced out of print in 1970 due to finan­
cial difficulties, the old Review was, in its heyday, one of 
the leading literary journals in the world. Though its sub­
scribers never numbered over 2500, they were located in 
over fifty countries and included such notables as Ernest 
Hemingway. The London Times commemorated the jour­
nal's twenty-fifth anniversary in 1964 with a full-page 
spread, calling the magazine the liveliest of the "Big Four" 
American literary quarterlies. (The others were the Partisan 
Review, the Hudson Review, and the Sewanee Review.) Its 
reputation appears well-deserved, for it published poetry 
and fiction by such respected authors as editor John Crowe 
Ransom, Robert Lowell (then a Kenyon student), W. H. 
Auden, T. S. Eliot, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Boris Pasternak, Sylvia 
Plath, Dylan Thomas, and two-time Nobel Prize winner 
Robert Penn Warren. It also p ublished critical essays and 
spawned the so-called "new criticism". 
Contributors to the new Review are also impressive. The 
first issue, for example, included literary criticism by Ken­
neth Burke, fiction by E. L. Doctorow and William Gass, 
poetry by Russian im migrant Joseph Br odsky and the late 
Vladimir Nabokov, and an excerpt from a new book by 
acclaimed anthropologist Barbara Myerhoff. 
This combination of the critical and the creative, charac­
teristic of both Reviews, is so mething which is not often 
seen today and which Sharp and Turner want to recapture. 
Their conception of creation and analysis as essential com­
pliments is part of a larger concept, one that is basic to the 
magazine. It is that literature should not be a narrow cate­
gory but should be defined broadly and should express 
many aspects of a culture. "After all," the editors state in an 
opening message, "historians like Gibbon, political theo­
rists like Burke, and philosophers like Hume all thought of 
themselves as w riting literature." What Sharp and Turner 
want to do is provide a pla ce where different disciplines 
and their "languages" (i.e. their ideas and their means of 
expressing them) can be melded. Says Turner, "The crown 
of such an effort — I don't know whether we would 
achieve it — would be the creation of a g enuine literary 
language — what you might call a ' superlanguage' — 
which, for a brief moment in a cu lture, includes all those 
other languages. Shakespeare's language was something 
like that. Homer's was. E)ante's was. Every now and then, 
somewhere, you hit a language which sums up the best of 
the culture." 
Just wha t the mood and style of the next decade will be 
and where our culture is headed are impossible to know. 
It's a safe bet, though, that Sharp, Turner, and the new Ken­
yon Review will have a finger on its pulse. 
The Kenyon Review 
A NOTABLE REVIVAL 
,/ 
OPPOSITE TOP TO BOTTOM: Sharp reads |ohn Crowe Ransom's "Jane. 
Waking at an assembly in Rosse Hall marking the Review's return 
seated l-r: Turner Kathy Wilson, and English department chair Gerald 
)' Turner and Sharp examine copies of the first issue- Turner leads a 
toast at a New York press party 
Faculty 105 
English 
(1) Patricia Smith; (2) Ken­
neth Bluford; (3) J ohn Ward; 
(4) Ronald Sharp; (5) Mary 
Rucker; (6) Gerald Duff, 
chairman; (7) Philip Church; 
(8) Robe rt Daniel; (9) Christ­
ina Zwarg; (10) Galbraith 
Crump; (11) James Hans; (12) 
Gerrit Roelofs; (13) Frederick 
Turner, English and IPHS; (14) 
William Klein. 
Faculty 107 
II 
History and 
Mathematics 
(I) Michael Evans, History 
chairman; (2) William Scott, 
History; (3) Roy Wortman, 
History; (4) Robert Fesq, 
Mathematics chairman; (5) 
Wendell Lindstrom, Mathe­
matics; (6) Daniel Finkbeiner, 
Mathematics; (7) Robert 
McLeod, Mathematics; (8) 
Clark Dougan, History; (9) 
Robert Baker, History; (10) 
Stephen Slack, Mathematics; 
(II) Joan Cadden, History; 
(12) Reed Browning, History; 
(13) Kai Schoenhals, History. 
108 Faculty 
Modern 
Foreign 
Languages 
and 
Literatures 
and Music 
(1) Charles Piano, Spanish; 
(2) B. Peter Sey mour, French 
and IPHS; (3) Maryanne 
Ward, Russian; (4) Kenneth 
Taylor, Music chairman; (5) 
Pierina Carcich, French; (6) 
Robert Goodhand, French) 
and Modern Foreign Lan­
guages and Literatures chair­
man; (7) Edmund Hecht, Ger­
man; (8) N orma Elliott, Span­
ish; (9) Edward Harvey, 
French; (10) Daniel Robin­
son, Music. 
110 Faculty 
Faculty 111 
114 Faculty 
Faculty 115 
Psychology 
and 
Religion 
(1) Rowland Shepard, Psy­
chology; (2) Eugen Kullmann, 
Religion; (3) Richard Hett-
linger, Religion and IPHS 
director; (4) Chitta Goswami, 
Religion; (5) Denis Baly, Reli­
gion; (6) Donald Rogan, Reli­
gion chairman; (7) Richard 
Hoppe, Psychology; (8) 
Thomas Clifford, Psychology; 
(9) Jon Williams, Psychology 
chairman; (10) Allan Fenig-
stein, Psychology; (11) Sally 
Wilson, Psychology; (12) 
Ronald Heyduk, Psychology; 
(13) Charles Rice, Psychol­
ogy. 
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John Merritt (Political Science) 
Henry Gideon Emanuel 
(Classics) 
Thomas B. Queen (History) and John G. "Jack' 
Stevenson (Classic5 Howard Sutherland (History) 
Seniors 123 
122 Seniors 
I 
I 
III 
inside: Jim Gutbrod 
(English/Religion) 
above: Michael Sawyer 
(Political Science) 
below: David Neel 
(History) 
David Veenstra (Studio 
Art/Economics) 
"So I muddied the stream of friendship 
with the filth of lewdness and 
clouded its clear waters with hell's 
black river of lust. And yet, in 
spite of this rank depravity, I was 
vain enough to have ambitions of 
cutting a fine figure in the world. 
I also fell in love, which was a 
snare of my own choosing. My God, 
my God of mercy, how good you were 
tome. . ." — Confessions of Saint 
Augustine, book three. 
Jonathan 
Helitzer 
(History) 
inside: 
Ellen V. 
Duryea 
(Psychology) 
Ann Hess (Sociology) 
Betty Boatwright 
(Art History) 
Jim Busch 
(Physics) 
Leslie K. Olsen 
(History) 
124 Seniors Seniors 125 
I 
Gary Yacoubian 
(Philosophy) 
I ' 
inside: 
Ann 
Sutherland 
(Studio 
Art) 
Richard Siegel 
(Studio Art) 
Thomas Gross 
(History) 
12 b Seniors 
Seniors 127 
Mary Ann Duff (Studio Art) 
Kent Seibert (Psychology) 
Joan Hewitt 
(Political Science) 
128 Seniors 
Daniel Gulino 
(Chemistry) 
« 
H 
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Seniors 129 
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Bill Seaman (Political 
Science), Dave Borosh 
(Economics), Rob Dietz 
(Religion), Jerry 
lacangelo (Economics) 
Dave Erteschik 
(Political Science) 
130 Seniors 
Seniors 131 
Wai-Kwong Kwok 
(Physics/Mathematics) 
F. Wilson Milam (History) 
inside: 
Kelly Gleason 
(History) 
132 Seniors 
Spencer Sloan (English) 
"We Bokonists believe that humanity is organized into teams, teams that do God's will without ever discovering wnai ifcl 
are doing. Such a team is called Karass. . . 'If you find your life tangled up with somebody else's life for no very logical 
reasons,' writes Bokonon, 'that person may be a member of your Karass/"— Kurt Vonnegut, Cat's Cradle\ 
Greg Ricca (Chemistry) 
and Sayuri Kumamoto 
Hoe-Peng Khor (Physics/Mathematics) 
Rebecca 
Warren 
(English) 
Debbie Kirkpatrick 
(English) 
Seniors 133 
Kenton Blagbrough 
(English) 
Martin Secrest 
(History) 
Robert Channick 
(English) 
Connie Plattenburg 
(English) 
134 Seniors 
Seniors 135 
(1) Mike Jacobs; (2) Drew Burnside (English); (3) Bill Fields 
(Political Science); (4) John Rogan (Political Science); (5) 
John Henry (Psychology); (6) Perry Degener (English); (7) 
John Halpern (Studio Art); (8) Barry Rosenberg (Psychology 
/Physics); (9) Dave Peterson (Economics); (10) Fred 
Perivier (History); (11) Bruce Brownell (English); (12) Kevin 
Nagle; (13) Hugh Roelofs (English/Art History); (14) Bill 
Byron (Economics) 
Seniors 137 
Cathy Little 
(Political Science) 
Elizabeth Strickler 
(Political Science) 
Elisabeth H. Piedmont 
(English) 
Seniors 139 
|g 
>1 
Louise Suhr 
(Anthropology/ 
Sociology) 
Erika Singer 
(Psychology) 
Greg Kosarin 
(Political Science) 
140 Seniors 
IMtlli 
Robert S. Fisher Jr. 
(Economics/Political Science) 
Seniors 141 
Cliff Edge (English) 
Bill lliff (Biology) 
Fred Clarke (Classics) 
Leslie N. Jones (Anthropology), 
Roger O'Neill (Biology) 
Seniors 143 
Douglas Rob i I lard 
(English) 
H. Stewart Fitz Gibbon III 
(Economics) 
Barbara Koke 
(History) 
William Schneck 
(Philosophy) 
Brad C. 
Thorpe 
(English) 
Paul Bardos 
(Political Science) 
Brad Ott (English) 
"The permanent temptation of life is to confuse 
dreams with reality. The permanent defeat of 
life is when those dreams are surrendered to 
reality." — James Michener, The Drifters 
Mark McCluski 
(Religion) 
144 Seniors 
Seniors 145 

Liza Benson (English) Lindsay Crawford Brooks (Modern Foreign Languages) 
i ! I 
Rosemary 
Krasowski 
(English) 
inside: 
Allison Gould 
(Economics) 
Pam Addison (Political Scieocel JV Chris Thomas 
(Psychology) 
148 Seniors Seniors 149 
Dave Troup 
(Psychology) 
inside: 
Andrew Richards 
(Psychology/ 
Spanish) 
Mike Dailey 
(Biology) 
150 Seniors 
Dave Nees (Economics) 
Paul Schoenegge (Spanish) 
Seniors 151 
TOP: Squals, Fly, C. Scott. MIDDLE: Breeze, Heaver, Jalmer "Lamar" 
Johnson (Economics), Roger "Butch" Vaughan (Psychology), Bill "Sam" 
Samstag (Economics,) Gibby. BOTTOM: The Doctor, Quinnie, Grebes. 
"Don't get mad; get even." 
Terry Brog (Physics) 
Dave Smith (History) 
John Giardino (Political Science/English) 
152 Seniors Seniors 153 
I 1 -
1 ! I 
Woody Newman 
(English) 
Constance O. de Mauriac 
(Anthropology) 
Cameron Macauley jj 
(Anthropology) 
Joan T. Snyder (Political Science), 
Phyllis Rifkin (English) 
154 Seniors 
Seniors 155 
Daniel McGroarty 
(Political Science) 
Laura Wickstead (Political Science) 
Seniors 157 
158 Seniors 
Jeff Epstein 
(English) 
Robert Brody 
(Economics) 
Lynn Effron 
(Psychology) Barbara Doss 
(Biology) 
Sondra Swartz 
(History) 
j'sssUiSt. 
SiSS'ft- < 
••UUVw# % 
Sally Bates 
(History) 
Seniors 159 
I Linda Arnsbarger 
(Political Science) 
: E 
Tracy Teweles 
(History) 
Jody O. Holmes 
(Anthropology) 
160 Seniors 
Seniors 161 
Kathleen Kirk Wilson 
(Political Science/Drama/English) 
Michael McSherry 
(Drama) 
Rosemary Brandenburg 
(Drama) 
Chip Lamb 
(Drama) 
Peter Frechie 
(Biology) 
Dana Hyde 
(English) 
Jonathan Trumper 
(Drama) 
Ed Kist 
(Political Science) 
162 Seniors Seniors 163 
Louis Bailoni 
(Economics) 
/ 
Andrew Johnston (Economics) 
Amos Guiora (History) 
Bill Soukup (English) 
Brian McGraw 
(Political Science) 
Edmund Hartt 
(Drama) 
F 
Blake Roessler 
(Biology) 
k «; • ' * 
lohn Lentz (History) 
164 Seniors 
Seniors I6S 
M. Phoebe Brown 
( Psychology) 
166 Seniors Seniors 167 
wmm 
Peter Hoagland (History) 
168 Seniors 
Steve Altman (Biology) 
« A 
Roween Weems, Heather Gall (History) 
Alexandra Gordevitch (Studio Art) 
Miriam Holzman 
(Sociology) 
Margie 
Garland 
(Psychology) 
Michael R.Cummiskey 
(Political Science) 
170 Seniors 
Barbara Ruth Hostetler (Biology/Political Science) 
"The Kenyon Experience — the highest highs and 
the lowest lows (so far)." 
Laura Kroto 
(Economics) 
Kristen Olsen (Sociology) 
George and Mary Tuck 
(Political Science) 
Seniors 171 
Julia Robinson (History) 
and Tom Robinson 
Didi Massed 
(Political Science) 
and Otis 
Kim Sarap 
(Economics) 
172 Seniors 
Wendy Wall 
(Psychology) 
A. Middleton Price 
(Economics) 
Leonie Barnett 
(Political Science) 
George Layburn (Biology) 
and Pat Schoenleb (English) 
1 
Cinny Peabody (History/French) 
and Susan Walsh (English) 
Seniors 173 
mm • 
I 
I 
Lauren Amy Reeve (English) 
. 176 Seniors 
SarahAyres (Art History) 
Seniors 177 
Seniors 179 
Lisa Castellani 
(English) 
Bruce Brownell (English) 
Michelle Browner 
(Biology) 
inside: 
Tibbs 
(English) 
Drew 
Burnside 
(English) 
Erin Farrell (English/Psychology) 
Kim McGinnis (Studio Art) 
Horace: They're fools. 
Addie: You ain't born in the 
south 'less you're a fool. 
— Lillian Hellman, The Little Foxes 
Robert Cole (English) 
'°^n ^aynard, John Rogan, Hugh Roelofs (Art History/English) 
180 Seniors Seniors 181 
James Baxley 
(History) 
David M. Grodsky (English) 
"The faster we go, 
the rounder we get." 
— The Grateful Dead 
182 Seniors Seniors 183 
Larry Ravelson (Studio Art) and Bill Madigan 
Bob Carver, Jr. (Classics) 
To All My Friends: 
"I like to think we're scaling the old world 
Down for a dose of red lead, as hammers snap 
And even grindstones wait to whet their lust." 
— Malcolm Lowry 
David Achar (Political Science) 
William Robert Madigan 
(Studio Art) 
Deborah Berger 
(English) 
i 
Andy Conn (Biology) ^e$aussure (Biology) 
184 Seniors 
Seniors 185 
Gregory Fedor 
(Economics) 
Steve Russell (Economics) 
K. m 
1% \ 
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Steven R. Killpack (Biology) 
'Behold, my brothers, the spring has come; the earth has received the embraces of 
the sun and we shall soon see the results of that love! 
"Every seed is awakened and so has all animal life. It is through this mysterious 
power that we too have our being and we therefore yield to our neighbors, even 
our animal neighbors, the same right as ourselves, to inhabit this land 
— Tatanka Yotanka (Sitting Bull), Teton Sioux 
Steve Russell 
and Sam Lund 
186 Seniors 
Randy Bank (Political 
Science) and Lisa Steve Zeiser (English) 
Seniors 187 
188 Sehiors 
Kestutis (Stu) 
A. Sonta 
Paul Michel 
(Anthropology) 
Mark R. Tripathy 
(Biology) 
Timothy P. Assaf 
(History) 
Francis Yubero 
(Spanish) 
Simon Edwards 
(History) 
• X 
s 
i^ v  ^
Sharon Lando 
(Chemistry) 
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0k 
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John Harbison (History) 
Bob Hooker (Psychology) Dick Jefferis (Economics) 
Dan Yeager 
(English) 
Kathy 
McDonald 
(Economics/ 
History) 
Ruth Wohlman 
(Political Science) 
Sandy Lane 
(Biology) 
"She only reveals 
what she wants you to see 
she hides like a child 
but she's always 
a woman to me." 
— Billy Joel 
AwyShoolman (English) 
190 Seniors Seniors 191 
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Abraham, P. P- 69 Day, J. p. 170 
Hensley, S. p. 156 
Achar, D. P 85 Daykin, L. p. 160 
Hess, A. p. 125 
Addison, P. P 48 Degener, W.P. pp. 120,137 
Hewitt, J. p. 128 
Allen, S. P- 39 de Mauriac, C. p. 155 
Hoagland, P. p. 168 
Altman, S. p. 68 DeSaussure, H. p. 185 
Holmes, J. p. 161 
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p. 143 
Berger, D. P- 84 Fenerty, T. p. 140 Jones, M. L. p. 138 
Bessemer, D. P- 49 Fields, W. p. 137 Kana, D. p. 149 
Bianchi, F. P- 57 Fisher, R. E. p. 166 Hendrick, P. p. 187 
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Boatwright, E. P- 24 Francis, C. p. 166 Kosarin, G. p. 140 
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Borosh, D. P- 30 Fritzlan, S. p. 183 Kroto, L. p. 171 
Brandenburg, A.R. P- 62 Fulton, S. p. 182 Kwok, W. p. 132 
Brody, R. P- 58 Gall, H. p. 168 Lamb, F. p. 162 
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Burnside, A. PP 137,180 Gonda, G.M. p. 189 Linden, J. p. 127 
Burt, M. P- 82 Gordevitch, A. p. 168 Little, C. p. 139 
Busch, J. P- 24 Gorman, M. p. 149 Macualey, C. p. 154 
Byron, W. P- 37 Gould, A. p. 148 Madigan, W. p. 184 
Carver, R. P- 85 Griffith, T. p. 178 Mariner, J. p. 140 
Castellani, L. P 80 Grillo, L. p. 159 Massell, D. p. 172 
Chan, F. P 31 Grodsky, D. p. 183 Matthews, G. p. 160 
Chang, E. P- 42 Gross, T. p. 126 McCluski, M. p. 144 
Channick, R. P 34 Groton, H. p. 178 McDonald, K. p. 190 
Chartrand, K. C. P 67 Guiora, A. p. 165 McGinnis, M. K. p. 181 
Clark, J. M. P- 79 Gulino, D. p. 128 McGraw, B. p. 164 
Clarke, F. P 43 Gutbrod, J. p. 125 McGroarty, D. p. 157 
Cole, R. P 81 Hahn, M. p. 121 McSherry, M. p. 162 
Conn, A. P 84 Haiss, M. p. 138 Merritt, J. p. 122 
Connell, J. P 29 Halpern, J. p. 137 Michel, P. p. 188 
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p. 182 
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Place, Charles 
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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR SONS 
AND DAUGHTERS AT KENYON 
Dr. and Mrs. B. G. Achar 
Dr. and Mrs. David Andrews 
Anonymous 
Ronald G. Assaf 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ayres 
Mr. and Mrs. james P. Backes 
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Bailoni 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Ballin 
)ane Bard 
Marie Bardos 
Mrs. E. M. Bass 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin R. Bates 
Mr. and Mrs.). L. Bates 
Mrs. Louis R. Bauer, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Baxley 
Mr. and Mrs. John Benson 
James H. Berick 
Dr. and Mrs. Macon M. Berryman 
Michael G. Bessemer 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin W. Bird 
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Bistline 
Col. and Mrs. C. C. Boatwright 
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald Bowling 
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Brown 
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Buckman 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee Chartrand 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Cohen 
John C. Collins 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H. Crook, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul H. Davey, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Dickinson R. Debevoise 
Mr. and Mrs. David C. Dietz 
Harvey and Dorothy Doss 
Dr. and Mrs. Armand Dumas 
Dr. and Mrs. Charles E. East in 
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Edwards 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Farrell 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fenerty 
Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Fullmer 
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Gall 
Mr. and Mrs. Serge Gambal 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gary 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Geyer 
Dr. and Mrs. John Giardino 
Ellen Gilbert 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Allen Gingery 
Dr. and Mrs. Charles H. Gleason 
Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert L. Gordon 
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard H. Grodsky 
Mrs. T. E. Griffith 
Mr. and Mrs. D. Andrew Grimes 
Herbert J. Grubb 
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Z. Guiora 
Dr. and Mrs. Lorie Gulino 
Dick and Ruth Handel 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Haselton 
Robert W. Hilton, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Hooker 
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. House 
Mr. and Mrs. Myron M. Hunt 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Imars 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jefferis 
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Johnston 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Kendrick 
Dr. and Mrs. Ross W. Kingsley 
Mr. and Mrs. Kam Yuk Kwok 
Dr. and Mrs. John C. Kyle 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Lamb 
Henry and Alice Landau 
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Lentz, Sr. 
Dr. and Mrs. F. A. Lingl 
Mr. and Mrs. L. Thomas Linden 
Mr. and Mrs. Leon D. Marrano, Jr. 
H. P. Martin 
Virginia M. Martin 
William T. Martin, M.D. 
Ann A. McQuarry 
Mr. and Mrs. Mizenko 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J. Moran 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis P. Murray 
Dr. and Mrs. Brian E. Nolan 
Dr. Soo Young Oh 
William J. Parker 
Joseph A. Parini 
Pat and Carolyn Patterson 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacques H. Perivier 
Mr. and Mrs. Don H. Peterson 
Martha H. Peterson 
Mr. and Mrs. C. Chase Porter 
Mrs. W. Preston Price 
Mr. and Mrs. David B. Queen 
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Raker 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Rennie 
James Ricca 
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Rifkin 
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Roche 
Sidney and Virginia Schwartz 
Douglas and Anne Shrader 
William and Rhoda Siegal 
Robert B. Slattery, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Smith 
Stephen W. Smith 
Sally and Sam Stiles 
Leroy Strong, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Sweeney 
Clarence E. Thomas 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Thomas 
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander B. 
Trowbridge 
Mr. and Mrs. C. James Vancott 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Wall 
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Wenner 
Richard W. West 
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce K. Willitts 
Mrs. Gerardo L. Yubero 
Alfred and Doris Zeiser and Family 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Zonars 
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Zorek 
198 Congratulations 
Dr. and Mrs. Henry J. Abraham 
Dr. and Mrs. David Andrews 
Anonymous 
Dr. Malcolm L. Bass 
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Bates 
John L. Bates 
Mary E. Bates 
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Bensen 
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace S. Bibb 
Col. and Mrs. L. Boatwright 
Suva Bonynge 
R. J. Bradfield 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Buchanan 
Pat and Suzanne Capretta 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul I. Coble 
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Copeland 
Elizabeth B. Corcoran 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H. Crook, Jr. 
Robert W. Daniel 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard H. Devenow 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Dietchweiler 
Harvey and Dorothy Doss 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Dresher 
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Duff 
Dr. and Mrs. Charles E. Eastin 
PATRONS 
Dr. and Mrs. D. K. Ebersold 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Fendig 
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Freese 
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Gall 
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner L. Gould 
George Granger 
Dr. and Mrs. William M. Hegarty 
Robert W. Hilton, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Lee A. Hoffer 
Mr. A. Igleheart 
Dr. Fred Jameson 
Mr. and Mrs. Jalmer S. Johnson 
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Johnston 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Kendrick 
Dr. and Mrs. Ross W. Kingsley 
E. Klavan 
Henry and Alice Landau 
Mr. and Mrs. K. N. Lardas 
Robert Luchars 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur I. Maier 
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Mapel, Jr. 
Haywood P. Martin 
James Mazzella 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman J. McCluski 
Mr. and Mrs. James N. McNamara 
E. F. Moorma 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth C. Mundell 
Mrs. Daniel A. Neel 
Fred Packer 
C. Chase Porter 
Mr. and Mrs. David B. Queen 
Mrs. George W. Rauch 
Dorothy D. Richey 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis F. Santangelo 
Robert L. Saslaw 
Eugene D. Sawan, M.D. 
Mrs. H. M. Sawyer 
W. V. Shipley 
Dr. and Mrs. Bernard Taylor 
Mr. and Mrs. W. Bruce Thomas 
Richard L. Thomas 
Dr. and Mrs. Jack W. Thornton 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Tranfield 
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Wenner 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Wilcox 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Wincek 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Wood 
Frank Jay Yukman 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Zonars 
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Zuver 
I I 
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Dave "Buff" Wilson 
670 N.SANDUSKY ST. 
PH. 397-7821 
"Where Cooking is Still 
an Art and a Science" 
Since 1957 
Bland's Family 
Restaurant 
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NATIONAL BANK 
.where helping is a habit! 
MOUNT VERNON, FREDERICKTOWN, DANVILLE, AND CENTERBURG 
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FIVE-POINTS 
CARRY-OUT 
701 N. Main Street 
397-7771 
HAIR 
in the basement of 
Fair Hall 
Phone 427-2150 
The Finest in 
Unisex Hair Cutting 
Men's Kasual Korner 
in The Gallery 
Mt. Vernon Shopping Plaza 
featuring Levi's jeans 
HECKLER'S DRUGS 
122 S. Main Street 
397-5515 
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i 
KILROY'S MARKET 
520 E. GAMBIER 
392-5981 
BEER • ALE • WINES 
ICE • GROCERIES • MIXES 
PARTY SNACKS • PARTY KEGS 
MILK — EGGS — POULTRY — COLD MEATS 
"EVERYDAY LOW 
MAVIS 
SPORTING GOODS, INC. 
Athletic Wear, 
Equipment, Shoes 
I I 7 S .  M A I N  
Be sure to visit our 
Hunting and Fishing 
Shop, too! 
t f h r a t e ' g  C o t o e  
behind Fall Hall 
Carry-out Service 
or delivery 
427-2152 
Good Food and Drink for all 
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Congratulations 
to the 
Class of 1979 
Printing Arts Press, Inc. 
NEWARK ROAD — P.O. BOX 431 
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO 43050 
PHONE (614) 397-6106 
uraLti 
Next to the 
Public Square 
on S. Main 
A Fine Store 
in a Fine Town 
Best Wishes to the 
Class o f '79 
The Village Inn 
THE 
VILLAGE 
MARKET UL 
Gaskin Avenue 427-2801 
Quality Meats 
and Produce 
Beer 
Liquor 
Ale 
Soda 
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SCHWIHH 
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Brian Wilbert 
Asst. Editor-in-Chief 
Nancy Bates 
Business Manager 
Karin Moorma 
Layout Editor 
Alexandra Gordevitch 
Photography Editor 
Mark Brown 
Asst. Business Manager 
William Edwards 
Copy Editor 
Steven Altman 
Paul Gambal 
Sheldon Goidell 
Thomas Grimes 
Dean Hein 
CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHERS 
Craig Huff 
Van Larkin 
David Reed 
Cheryl Ririe 
Celia Sedwick 
Richard Silvestro 
Spencer Sloan 
Richard Titus 
Jeffrey Toole 
Emanual Zanoudakis 
CONTRIBUTING ARTISTS 
K. C. Chartrand 
Robert Rubin 
William Watterson 
Roween Weems 
LAYOUT STAFE 
Dianna Bessemer 
Katherine Geyer 
Marguerite Gignoux 
Marianne Goldston 
Tammy Martin 
Patricia Mickley 
COPY STAFF 
Dianna Bessemer 
Mary Herman 
Since you've made it to this page, you've probably noticed some departures from Reveilles of the recent past: more artwork 
more names, more specifics. We've tried to strike a proper balance between aesthetics and information, and we hope yot 
think the change is for the better. We do. 
If anyone cares, the 1979 Reveille was printed by the Taylor Publishing Company at their Chester County, Pennsylvania plan 
in an edition of 1600 copies, trim size 9" by 12", 208 pages. All copy and headlines are printed in the Optima typeface oi 
enamel paper. The book is Smyth bound, rounded and backed, and the cover is printed using Taylor's Thermoscreen proc 
ess. 
Many of the people on the staff dabbled in production areas outside of their own specialities; each deserves a good deal o 
credit. Special thanks go to Brian O'Connor and Corlin Henderson for getting us started on the right track; to Mark Halinai 
and Wes Mirick, our Taylor graphics consultant, for keeping us there; to the Public Relations Office, especially Sam Baronc 
for information and additional pictures; to Rob Rubin, Cynthia Savage, and Jeff Day of the Collegian for pictures, advice 
and sympathy; to John Bauer for his title-writing skills; to the twenty-six hardy souls who actually made the original senio 
picture deadline; to Allison Gould for lending a helping hand on small jobs throughout the year; to Nancy Bates and Mar 
Brown, the business staff of any editor's dreams; to Greta, Greg, Stacey, Stuart, Leslie, Hunter, Sue, Heather, Janet, Phil, Bil 
and Wendy, our volunteer mailers; to Brian Wilbert for executing the most inane orders with good-humor and finesse; t< 
the numerous contributors to this book who are not credited above; and to Daniel, for putting up with it all. 
n i^f 
Mary Ann Duff 
Editor-in-Chief 
